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“The storm was epic; gale-force winds, hail and torrential rain 
battered us overnight. Fortunately, after our six-course dinner, 

we came back to find fires lit in our living rooms and hot 
water bottles in our beds”

Great white cruises past 
the cage

The famous sevengill sharks 
failed to show on this 

particular trip

T
here is nothing quite like waking up, having arrived 
in Cape Town in the dark, heading to breakfast, and 
being instantly treated to the awesome view of 
Table Mountain in the sunshine. I was with a small 
group for a Wining & Diving tour that, over the next 

week, would treat us all to spectacular scenery, great wines 
and some epic diving experiences. The weather was going to 
play a big part, as this region is known for its violent storms 
and rugged coastline, so we had our fingers firmly crossed. 

One of the benefits of combining visiting vineyards with a 
diving trip is that it gets you into the culture and countryside 
and out of the hotel confines on the days that you are out of 
the water. It is an opportunity to learn about the history of 
a region, and you get to meet the people who live there. On 
this trip, our wine tours took us out to remote hillside loca-
tions, where farms and vineyards had been established some 
300 years ago. We sampled South African port at a vineyard 
called Allesvoloren (which translates as ‘All is lost’) and drank 
wine made by Springbok rugby legends in the Riebeek Valley 
on our first tour. Most of South Africa’s wine production is in 
several regions close to Cape Town, making this an ideal Win-
ing & Diving destination. 

Our first day of diving saw us heading to Simon’s Town. We 
were diving with Shark Explorers to visit the kelp forest in the 

hope of seeing several species of shark and also Cape fur seals. Our first dive was 
Pyramid Rock in False Bay, a site famous for its cow sharks (sevengill sharks) which 
are found in a small area of kelp forest. However, due to a suspected recent orca 
attack, these beautiful sharks had left town, and while we did hear reports of their 
returning to the area, we were not lucky enough to find them. We plunged into the 
somewhat refreshing (14 degrees) water and set off at pace to explore among the 
towering kelp. While we had already been warned about the potential absence of 
cow sharks, there were still a further five species of shark that we did have a good 
chance of finding. I was keen to explore this site, as I had never seen any of these 
sharks before. As well as these, of course, there was always the chance of encoun-
tering a great white!  

The kelp was truly awash with life. Gastropods slowly grazed on the kelp fronds, 
small, silver fish darted in the sunbeams and brightly coloured fish swam up to 
the divers in our group. But we were all peering into crevices looking for sharks. 
The first one I spot was the delightfully named puffadder shy shark as it darted 
around the base of the kelp and quickly disappeared. The guide called me into a 
tight gully and pointed down below a rock ledge - there were two spotted gully 
sharks circling each other, but out of range of my camera. Near the end of the dive, 
our guide called us into a clearing in the kelp and told us to settle down and wait. 
This seemed to be a favourite spot for the smaller species of sharks, and while we 
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“It is surprising how cold water is not even noticed when a five 
metre great white shark is swimming around you”

waited we were greeted by more puffadder shy sharks, and then two 
further species made an appearance: dark shy sharks and then, the 
highlight for me, the pyjama shark. Even in this cool water, the hour in 
the water flew by (although our guides were looking a little blue as we 
got back onto the boat).

Our second dive was one I was looking forward to immensely. We 
headed just around the corner to another bay, to an edge called Par-
tridge Point. Here there was a small colony of Cape fur seals and as the 
boat anchored, they were already popping their heads out of the water, 
indicating that they fancied a bit of fun time with the divers. As our 
guide briefed us on the dive, I suggested that as an experienced group, 
we could probably manage the 7m dive at the front of the boat on our 
own and that they could stay onboard to warm-up with a hot cup of tea. 
The relief was evident! We, however, could not wait to get in. The gully 
in front of the boat was wonderful. The floor and sides of the gully were 
covered in multi-coloured urchins, anemones and sponges and the top 
of the banks were covered in kelp. In less than a minute underwater, we 
were joined by four playful fur seals. They darted around the divers, blew 
bubbles, grabbed at kelp and sponges to find something to play with. 
They even gave our hoods a little tweak to let us know they were up 
for some fun. The sun was starting to go down as we got back onto the 
boat - what a fantastic day diving.

For the next stage of our tour, we moved further up the coast, 
and took the opportunity to make our transfer a wine tour, taking us 
through some of the most famous wine regions in South Africa, and 
tasting plenty along the way too. We were heading to Grootbos Nature 
Reserve, a five-star hotel renowned for its eco credentials, as well as fine 
food and wine. Having had a great day, our arrival at the top class hotel 
brought our first taste of disappointment - a huge storm was com-
ing in and our great white shark diving had been cancelled. The hotel 
staff were wonderful and put on a wine tasting day, horse-riding and a 
coastal cave tour, but nothing could hide our disappointment. The high 
seas caused by the storm meant we would not get the chance to do the 
dive that many listed as the reason for travelling. 

So the next morning, whilst the others saddled-up, I chose to stay be-
hind and get on the phone with our travel company and airline. Within 
a few minutes, I had our itinerary changed so that we were booked 
onto the shark dive on the day we were due to be flying home. I had the 
Vineyard Hotel, which had been our base in Cape Town booked for an 
additional night, and our touring company saying that changing our 
transfers was fine. Now all I had to do was change the group’s flights! I 
didn’t hold out much hope to be honest, but after discussions with Turk-
ish Airlines, with some pleading thrown in, they changed our flights for 
free! Our great white shark diving was back on, and we all had to phone 

home/work to say we would be home a day late.
The storm was epic; gale-force winds, hail and torrential rain battered 

us overnight. The seas, the next day, were huge and we took the chance 
to go down to the coast to watch as they pounded and washed the 
coast. The big, yet unasked question was: “Would the sea calm down 
enough for us to dive the next day?” We all very much hoped so.

With everything crossed, at the end of another wonderful day, we 
all headed to bed with some level of nerves about what the morning 
would bring. As we had to meet at the Marine Dynamics shop at 6.30am, 
it was still dark as we left, and so were none the wiser on what the sea 
or day was going to be like. As they briefed us on the day ahead, the 
excitement levels rose. The boat was packed with happy people, most 
of whom had never seen a shark underwater. The boat ride took about 
30 minutes and we watched the sun rise into a clear sky. The sea was still 
bringing large rollers, but it was good enough. With the boat anchored 
in position and the cage lowered in, the Marine Dynamics team started 
to chum the water and it was not long before the first shark was spotted. 
We geared up and made sure we were the first group to get in the cage. 

It is surprising how cold water is not even noticed when a five metre 
great white shark is swimming around you! Within moments of us 
getting into the water, we had our first sighting. Conditions in the cage 
were tough, as it was bouncing around and you had to breath-hold 
and duck under the water to see them. We all found ourselves wedging 
our feet and elbows through the cage to keep in position as we tried to 
get a good photograph of a shark going by. They are such impressive 
creatures and have an incredible turn of speed, but all too soon we were 
being called out to give a chance to the next group. However, the views 
of the sharks from the boat are just as good to be honest and so the 
show went on. It had certainly been worth changing our itinerary. n

Not all the sharks
were massive!

Cape fur seals 
frolicking with 

divers

Spectacular views 
and fine wine


